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HereÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a concise, comprehensive, and carefully structured introduction to the analysis of

non-blood body fluids. Through six editions, the authors, noted educators and clinicians, have

taught generations of students the theoretical and practical knowledge every clinical laboratory

scientist needs to handle and analyze non-blood body fluids, and to keep themselves and their

laboratories safe from infectious agents.Their practical, focused, and reader friendly approach first

presents the foundational concepts of renal function and urinalysis. Then, step by step, they focus

on the examination of urine, cerebrospinal fluid, semen, synovial fluid, serous fluid, amniotic fluid,

feces, and vaginal secretions. The 6th Edition has been completely updated to include all of the new

information and new testing procedures that are important in this rapidly changing field. Case

studies, clinical situations, learning objectives, key terms, summary boxes, and study questions

show how work in the classroom translates to work in the lab.Redeem the Plus Code inside new,

printed texts to access your DavisPlus student resources, including Davis Digital, your complete text

online.
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Awesome book! Very easy to understand, and being paperback and pretty thin makes it easy to

carry around in my backpack to study anywhere!

I usually love the FA Davis books. Their books are well written, informative, and very helpful test



questions at the back of the chapters. However, this one has far too many mistakes in the review

questions. The questions were great: they made sure you had a good concept of the information in

the preceding chapter: however, the answers given are often completely wrong. It started out

confusing me (by trusting the answers given by the author and publisher, I thought I just didn't

understand the material), then it became frustrating, and then it got to the point that I just didn't trust

any answers at all. In addition, the extra online activities provided by FA Davis (DavisPlus) also had

incorrect answers to their quiz shows, drag and drops, study questions, and case studies.

This book is a good resource but do not buy it for your Kindle. It is very difficult to read the text and

the download is fuzzy. I have a newer Kindle and have never had a text issue with other downloads.

It is the book.

I just finished this course as part of a CLS program and it was one of my favorite classes. This book

is interesting and easy to read. There are some spots where a little more detail was desired but I

really did enjoy this text. I ended up with a high A in my class thanks to reading (and rereading!!)

this book.

Fine book. However, be wary of some questions/answers in the back of the book. Fellow

classmates spotted at least 10 wrong answers. Most are correct. Most...

I felt that it was incohesive because it had information that contradicting each other and not well

organized as well as hard to follow. Even my instructor disliked it.

Thank you so muchI rented this book in low price $18 and rightnow I'm using it in my studyRealy it

is petter than to buy it in $34 or moreVery good experience

Perfect! Thank You.
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